
Part One – Moving Ourselves and objects

Part Two – What else can move things?

Part Three – Things to try

Nothing moves by itself.Nothing moves by itself.Nothing moves by itself.Nothing moves by itself.

Why do things move and Why do things move and Why do things move and Why do things move and 
howhowhowhow do they move?do they move?do they move?do they move?

Things only movemovemovemove when 
they are pushedpushedpushedpushed or pulledpulledpulledpulled.

Something that pushespushespushespushes or 
pullspullspullspulls is called a forceforceforceforce. 
You can’t see a force but 
you can feel it and you 
can see what it does!
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A force is a push or a pull.A force is a push or a pull.A force is a push or a pull.A force is a push or a pull.

We use pushes and pulls all We use pushes and pulls all We use pushes and pulls all We use pushes and pulls all 
the time to move things.the time to move things.the time to move things.the time to move things.
When you put your shoes and 
socks on you are using forces.

Which forces are you using?Which forces are you using?Which forces are you using?Which forces are you using?

At Christmas we use a force force force force to 
make the Christmas crackers go 
bang. What forceforceforceforce do we use?

????
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When a flag is raised up the flag 
pole it has to be pulledpulledpulledpulled up.

This boy is using a pulling forcepulling forcepulling forcepulling force
to pullpullpullpull on the rope to raise the 
flag.
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Here are two pictures. Do they show people 
pushing or pulling? Which forcesforcesforcesforces are they 
using?

The old woman is pullingpullingpullingpulling
on the root.

The magician pulledpulledpulledpulled the rabbit 
out of the hat.
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These two people are using tape to wrap a 
parcel. They are both using forcesforcesforcesforces.

One of them is pushingpushingpushingpushing
and the other is pullingpullingpullingpulling.

Can you work Can you work Can you work Can you work 
out what each out what each out what each out what each 
of them is of them is of them is of them is 
doing?doing?doing?doing?Sa
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This girl is trying to put her clogs on. 
What forceforceforceforce is she using? A pull or a push or both?

What forceforceforceforce is the caveman 
using? 

Who needs to use the 
strongest forcestrongest forcestrongest forcestrongest force?
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Which forcesforcesforcesforces are these children using? Which of 
them is using the strongest forcestrongest forcestrongest forcestrongest force? 
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If they push against one 
another with the same 
(equal) forceforceforceforce they won’t 
move.

When two people are pushing as hard as each 
other we say they are pushing against one 
another with an equal forceequal forceequal forceequal force.

If one girl pushes pushes pushes pushes 
harderharderharderharder than her 
partner she can make 
her partner move.
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In tug of war 
games both teams 
pullpullpullpull as hard as 
they can on the 
rope.

The winner is the team that 
can pull the hardest. 
When both teams are pullingpullingpullingpulling
with exactly the samesamesamesame forceforceforceforce
neither team is winning. 
Who will win? Why?Who will win? Why?Who will win? Why?Who will win? Why?
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If you look around you will see that we use forcesforcesforcesforces
everyday to pull pull pull pull or pushpushpushpush things.

This boy 
moves his 
wheelchair 
forward by 
pushing on 
the wheels 
with his 
hands. 
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Shopping trolleys 
move because they 
are pushed along.

The swing in this picture  
is moving because it is 
being pushed.
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We need to use a bigger 
forceforceforceforce to lift or move 
something that is 
heavy……….

and a smaller forceforceforceforce to lift or 
move something that is light. 
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If you pushpushpushpush a 
swing harderharderharderharder
(with more forcewith more forcewith more forcewith more force) 
it will go higherhigherhigherhigher.
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When we jump we pushpushpushpush ourselves 
off the ground with our feet.

We can use forces We can use forces We can use forces We can use forces 
to make ourselves to make ourselves to make ourselves to make ourselves 
move off the move off the move off the move off the 
ground.ground.ground.ground.
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To climb a tree or a 
rope you pull yourself pull yourself pull yourself pull yourself 
up with your armsup with your armsup with your armsup with your arms and 
push yourself up with push yourself up with push yourself up with push yourself up with 
your feetyour feetyour feetyour feet.

You use forcesforcesforcesforces to help you climb up.
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Forces can move objects too.
Theses curtains need a forceforceforceforce to 
open and close them. 
What force would you use?What force would you use?What force would you use?What force would you use?

Drawers need a 
forceforceforceforce to make 
them open and 
close. 
What would you What would you What would you What would you 
use?use?use?use?
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You need forcesforcesforcesforces to open 
and close safety pins.
Which forces would you use Which forces would you use Which forces would you use Which forces would you use 
and what would happen?and what would happen?and what would happen?and what would happen?
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When a bowling 
ball hits the 
bowling pins it 
knocks them 
over.

Which forceforceforceforce is the 
bowling ball 
using to 
knock them 
over?
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When this boy’s bat hits the ball it 
will knock it out of the way.

What force What force What force What force 
will be used will be used will be used will be used 
to hit the ball to hit the ball to hit the ball to hit the ball 
out of the out of the out of the out of the 
way?way?way?way?
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Think about the things 
you move everyday. 
How do you move them?How do you move them?How do you move them?How do you move them?
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I closed the door.I closed the door.I closed the door.I closed the door.

I opened the doorI opened the doorI opened the doorI opened the door

PushPushPushPush

PullPullPullPull

What I didWhat I didWhat I didWhat I didForce I usedForce I usedForce I usedForce I used

You could make a tabletabletabletable like this one to show what 
forcesforcesforcesforces you have used to move something today.
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People are not the only ones 
that can movemovemovemove things by using a 
forceforceforceforce.

Can you think of something else Can you think of something else Can you think of something else Can you think of something else 
that might make the curtains that might make the curtains that might make the curtains that might make the curtains 
move?move?move?move?

Did you guess that 
the wind blowing 
through an open 
window makes the 
curtains move?
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What else can you What else can you What else can you What else can you 
see moving on a see moving on a see moving on a see moving on a 
windy day?windy day?windy day?windy day?

Leaves on the trees don’t just move by themselves!
What makes them move?What makes them move?What makes them move?What makes them move?
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Washing hanging on the line will move on 
windy days because the wind is pushingpushingpushingpushing it 
and making it move. The clothes you wear 
and probably your hair will move too!
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The wind can blow 
your umbrella inside 
out. How can it do How can it do How can it do How can it do 
that?that?that?that?

The force of the wind can be powerful The force of the wind can be powerful The force of the wind can be powerful The force of the wind can be powerful 
enough to blow down trees.enough to blow down trees.enough to blow down trees.enough to blow down trees.
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The force of the wind can also be strong enough to 
turn these wind turbines to make electricity.

Wind Power

When the wind blows the 
sails on windmills turn. 
When there is no wind the 
sails are still.
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Things move becausebecausebecausebecause a force pushes or pulls them.

This yacht moves 
because the sails 
are pushedpushedpushedpushed by the 
wind.

The power of the wind 
can pushpushpushpush things along.
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Wind is air that is moving.
You can ‘feel’ the force of airforce of airforce of airforce of air by….

•Fanning yourself with a piece of 
paper or card. What happens?What happens?What happens?What happens?

•Running along one of the lines in the 
playground holding a sheet of newspaper infront 
of you.

•Running with a partner holding a sheet of thick 
card or hardboard between you on a windy day.
Is it easier or harder to run without the board? Is it easier or harder to run without the board? Is it easier or harder to run without the board? Is it easier or harder to run without the board? 
What happens when there is no wind?What happens when there is no wind?What happens when there is no wind?What happens when there is no wind?
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You can use water wheels to find out about 
thethethethe force of waterforce of waterforce of waterforce of water.

Water Power

What happens when you pour water onto 
the wheel?
What force force force force is the water using to turn the 
wheel?

How would you How would you How would you How would you 
make the water make the water make the water make the water 
wheel turn wheel turn wheel turn wheel turn 
faster?faster?faster?faster?
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Water pistols squirt water.

1. Find out how far you can squirt the water.
2. Put a small cube on top of another.
3. Stand fairly close to your cubes and           

fire at the top one to knock it off.
4. Move further away and squirt again.

If you keep on moving away and squirting at the 
cube what do you think will happen?

Keep moving back until the water reaches your 
cube but won’t knock it off. Why doesn’t the cube Why doesn’t the cube Why doesn’t the cube Why doesn’t the cube 
move?move?move?move?
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Instead of water pistols you can have 
fun finding out about the force of 
water by using a water wheel and 
syringes full of water.

If you only use the syringe and water, how could 
you make the wheel turn faster?

Try squirting the water at the water wheel to Try squirting the water at the water wheel to Try squirting the water at the water wheel to Try squirting the water at the water wheel to 
make it move.make it move.make it move.make it move.

What happens if you press the 
syringe down harder?
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